We adopted the form of v.e.v. of the bulk scalar field proposed by P.Zhang [10] in this paper, and changed the dilaton background from e accordingly. The calculation shows that, as if we choose proper parameters, we can get a better result than both the present soft-wall models and the hard-wall model while keeping Regge behavior unchanged.
Introduction
So far there is no efficient way to perform analytical study on QCD in low-energy area, many efforts have been performed to approach this problem. Thanks to Maldacena's work [2] , it is realized that the information about four-dimensional strongly coupled gauge theories can be extracted from gravitational theories in higher dimensions. The AdS/QCD, the efforts apply a five-dimensional theory on an anti-de Sitter (AdS) gravity background to learn something about QCD, is one of such approaches, which draws wide attention.
Although for QCD the exact form of the gravity dual is not yet known, the so-called bottom-up AdS/QCD approaches [5, 6] still give us deep impression.
In the so-called hard-wall model [5] , the authors introduce an infrared brane to make the theory confining, and thus the bulk space becomes a slice of AdS space. This slice of AdS space certainly matches QCD in the ultraviolet(UV) region due to QCD's asymptotic freedom. By choosing a "proper" cutoff, in ground hadron states, the hard-wall model fits the experiment well.
For the high excited states, the hard-wall model could not describe the Regge behavior [1] . In order to solve this problem, the so-called soft-wall model [1] was proposed, which replaces the "hard" cutoff with a "soft" cutoff. By introducing an exponentially decaying background e −Φ , the expected Regge behavior can be recovered. It has been shown [1] that, when the asymptotic behavior of Φ is z 2 as z goes to infinity, the Regge behavior may be recovered. The simplest choice of the Φ is κ 2 z 2 , and the corresponding calculation shows that [6] it's much worse than the hard-wall model in the ground states. Some suggestions for improvement have been proposed [7, 8, 9, 10] . But generally these suggestions are not so satisfactory.
Actually, the form of the Φ may be determined by the self-interaction of the scalar field X [9] . In Ref. [9] , where the self-interaction form is X 4 , both the UV and IR behavior of Φ is z 2 and so the original soft-wall model is appreciated.
However in Ref. [10] , where the self-interaction form is X 3 , the IR behavior of Φ is still z 2 while the UV behavior now becomes z. So in this work, we change the dilaton background e −κ 2 z
2 to e −κ 2 z 2 +αz , while adopting the form of v.e.v of the scalar form introduced in Ref. [10] . By choosing proper parameters, we can fit the physical results very close to the experimental ones. The average error between the theory and the experiment can be reduced to 5.77%. Section 2 will explain our setup in detail, and we will show our results in section 3. In the last section we will take a discussion about our results.
Setup
In this section, we'll explain our modifications to the original soft-wall model in detail. The bulk space here is anti de Sitter space and the geometry takes the form of
And the bulk action in the theory is
The O 2 signature means Tr(O † O) here. The bulk scalar field X, which is dual toqq and thus is responsible for the chiral symmetry-breaking, obtain a 5D mass m
5D field corresponds to a 4D p-form operator and ∆ here is the dimension of the operator. We add a cubic term as Ref. [10] suggested in the action. The we'll focus on the scalar part.
As in Ref. [6] , the scalar field X can be divided into two parts, the v.e.v X 0 (z) = v(z)½ and the pion field π a : X = X 0 (z)e 2iπ a (x,z)t a . Working in the axial-like gauge, A L,Rz = 0, we can get the e.o.m. of v:
When λ = 0, which reduces to the case of Ref. [6] regardless of the dilaton form Φ, we find v = m q z + σz 3 in the UV region. However, in the IR region, this solution loses. Ref. [10] proposed one uniform form of v(z):
The parameters are determined by following relations
One can see that, when z → 0, v behave as (m q ζz + σz 3 /ζ)/2 and when z → ∞, v ∼ γz 2 /2. According to the e.o.m., we can find the relation between the dilaton Φ and the v.e.v. v [12] :
We find that, in IR region, Φ ∼ z 2 which is just the requirement of the Regge behavior, and in the UV region, Φ ∼ z. So, we simply modify the dilaton background to Φ = κ 2 z 2 − αz.
Adding an αz term is not just a mathematical game. Let's study the e.o.m.
of the vector-like gauge field V = A L + A R :
We can denote ψ n = e −Φ z 1/2 V n . We have dropped the subscript µ out for convenience. We can thus rewrite the e.o.m. into the Schrödinger form:
Here,
Actually, Eq. (8) 
We find that, its square form is
And such a potential is very similar to Eq.(9).
Results
Now we present our numerical results for QCD observables. 
The result is 0.456f m 2 , which is consistent to the data from PDG [13] 0.45f m 2 . The blue plots are experimental results from Ref. [14] .
Discussion and Conclusion
The hard-wall model can get a satisfactory ground state result while violating the Regge behavior and the original soft-wall model can achieve the Regge behavior, but the ground state result is not so satisfactory. In this work, we reanalyzed the soft-wall model and proposed a new dilaton background. With these modifications, we get a better result than the hard-wall model while keeping Regge behavior unchanged.
Honestly, the mass spectrum for both ρ and a 1 is not so satisfactory. We list our result of ρ here in comparison with the simplest soft-wall model in Ref. [6] , the model in Ref. [9] and the model in Ref. [10] results from Ref. [6] , m 2 are from [9] , m 3 are from Ref. [10] , and m ours are our results. The average error of our results is 16.8%.
The reason for the disappointing mass spectrum is probably that the model is too simple. Things are not difficult to find a group of parameters that fit the total mass spectrum, but then the ground state will not so satisfactory just like Ref. [10] whose ground state error is 22.8%. Whether there is a model that can get satisfactory results for both ground state and the mass spectrum remains unknown.
